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GeoGeoWest began with reference to "Tomobiki Night". In fiscal 2015, we conducted a talk show mainly on Youtube Live and Facebook Live online broadcasting twelve times in the evening of every Monday in the second half, twice in 2016.

GeoGeoWest is mainly focusing pick up a geo-based events. In addition, GeoGeoWest not only archives the broadcast itself, but by fully adopting "Hackpad" which can be edited in real time by multiple people online. It is also possible to browse the URL to be referred at anytime.

In order to improve the reusability of the program contents, we granted the CC-BY-4.0 license as a video and used Twitter hashtags. The main topics of each time are the topics of open source GIS such as FOSS4G and OpenStreetMap, although we would like to refer to the Hackpad site of the program, as well as social coding typified by GitHub and Ingress-PokemonGo. It is necessary for society to capture location information from all perspectives such as gamification, technology and institutional trends of unmanned aerial vehicles, which are rapidly growing interest in the past 1-2 years. Also, as well as comments on topics to be taken up as social media characteristics, further inputs and requests, such as referring to Hackpad, have interaction with viewers although the total number is small.

GeoGeoWest introduces trends of "GIS and society", and by opening as much as possible through Hackpad and SNS, we focus on focusing on accumulation and inheritance as a reusable archive. While such methods and ideas are thought to have high affinity with so-called open data movement, as discussed in the 14th GeoGeoWest, Open Government Data and Open Science Data generated by policy change by 2016 US administration change The fear of the disappearance of reality has been realized. There is no doubt that archiving and reusability of activities and data by various positions and entities will become increasingly important in the future.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMCKB09r77Q

- Ingress
  - 1月16日に青山学院大学の最終発表会：「Ingressをコミュニケーションツールと捉えて、
  - Nianticの須賀さんにゲスト講師として来ていただいた
  - http://apilist.iza.ne.jp/i-iphone/219958
- OSM
  - The Book of OSM
  - SotM Japan は 2016年も開催します！
  - マッピングパーティー情報
- イベント紹介
  - 東京大学空間情報科学研究センター 「次世代社会基盤情報」寄付研究部門・第13
  - 回の開催に合わせて「TOMOBIKI」活動を行います。
  - HTTP://WWW.YOUTUBE.C...